Dear Parents,

On behalf of the United States Naval Academy Class of 2025, you are cordially invited to enjoy a fall weekend in Annapolis for 2/C Parents’ Weekend, September 08-10, 2023. Thank you for all the help and support you have given us during our first two years “By the Bay.” Your guidance and encouragement have been essential and greatly appreciated through these demanding times.

These past two years have been a journey to say the least. Since we started plebe summer in a “post-COVID” environment and continually transitioned back and forth from masks throughout our plebe year, and a youngster year that was the first normal Academy year from start to finish since before the pandemic, our class has shown that defeat is never an option, no matter the circumstance. Our class motto, “death before defeat”, affirms this reality. As we enter our 2/C year, my classmates and I are ready to train the classes below us as well as learn from the 1/C before we step up to lead the Brigade next fall. As we prepare for the years to come, we look to you and request your participation in celebrating this next step in our journey.

The members of the Class of 2025 invite you to take in the traditions of the Academy along with the allure and charm of Annapolis. With a full schedule of events and festivities in place we hope you find Parents’ Weekend a memorable trip. The weekend will officially begin on Friday, September 8th, when you can attend class with your midshipmen, join us to observe Noon Meal Formation at 1205, eat lunch in King Hall, and attend a formal parade. The weekend will also include a Navy Football game vs Wagner. There will be no registration or check-in required. Information for Parents’ Weekend, including the schedule, overview and general tourist information can be found online at www.usna.edu/2CParentsWeekend/.

We look forward to spending the weekend with you!

Very Respectfully,

H. E. Lacy
Herb Lacy
MIDN USN
2025 Class President